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Abstract—Despite the importance of vascular smooth muscle cells in the regulation of blood vessel function, the molecular
mechanisms governing their development and differentiation remain poorly understood. Using an in vitro system
whereby a pluripotent neural crest cell line (MONC-1) can be induced to differentiate into smooth muscle cells, we
isolated a cDNA fragment that was robustly induced during this differentiation process. Sequence analysis revealed high
homology to a partial cDNA termed modulator recognition factor 2 (Mrf2). Because the full-length cDNA has not been
reported, we cloned the full-length Mrf2 cDNA by cDNA library screening and 5⬘ rapid amplification of cDNA ends
and identified two isoforms of Mrf2 (␣ [3.0 kb] and ␤ [3.7 kb]) that differ in the N-terminus but share the DNA-binding
domain. Protein homology analysis suggests that Mrf2 is a member of the AT-rich interaction domain family of
transcription factors, which are known to be critically involved in the regulation of development and cellular
differentiation. Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ are highly induced during in vitro differentiation of MONC-1 cells into smooth
muscle cells, and Mrf2␣ is expressed in adult mouse cardiac and vascular tissues. To define the function of Mrf2, we
overexpressed both isoforms in 3T3 fibroblast cells and observed an induction of smooth muscle marker genes,
including smooth muscle ␣-actin and smooth muscle 22␣. Furthermore, Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ retarded cellular
proliferation. These data implicate Mrf2 as a novel regulator of smooth muscle cell differentiation and proliferation.
(Circ Res. 2002;91:382-389.)
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T

he vascular smooth muscle cell (SMC) is a critical
cellular constituent of the blood vessel wall. In the adult
blood vessel, vascular SMCs express a characteristic set of
genes, exhibit a low proliferative index, and are involved in
contraction and relaxation. In response to blood vessel wall
injury, the vascular SMCs undergo a remarkable change in
phenotype characterized by a decrease in contractile protein
expression, reexpression of “fetal” smooth muscle (SM)
genes, an increase in cellular proliferation, and an enhanced
elaboration of extracellular matrix products.1 These phenotypic changes are important in the pathogenesis of occlusive
vascular disease evident in a number of clinical disease
entities, such as arteriosclerosis, restenosis after percutaneous
revascularization, and transplant vasculopathy.1
It has been suggested that this response to injury recapitulates a genetic program normally instituted during fetal
development.2,3 We reasoned that an understanding of normal
mechanisms governing SM differentiation may allow one to
modulate the SMC phenotype in disease states in a therapeu-

tically beneficial manner. However, despite the importance of
the SMC, the molecular mechanism(s) governing the physiological development of this cell and its response to pathological stimuli remain poorly understood. One of the principal
reasons is the lack of an in vitro system for SMC differentiation. Previous studies have shown that primary mouse neural
crest cells can be induced to differentiate into SMCs.4
Furthermore, we reported an in vitro system whereby a
pluripotent neural crest cell line (MONC-1) could be forced
to assume the morphological and genetic characteristic of
SMCs.5 Differentiation can be initiated by a change in
medium and results in the induction of SMC genes, such as
SM ␣-actin, SM22␣, calponin, APEG-1, and SM myosin
heavy chain (SM1).
To identify factors that may regulate this process, we used
differential mRNA display to identify transcripts that are
differentially expressed in MONC-1 cells before and after
SMC differentiation. We identified a cDNA fragment whose
expression was induced ⬍3 hours after the initiation of the
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SMC differentiation. Sequence analysis revealed high homology to a partial cDNA termed the modulator recognition
factor 2 (Mrf2) gene.6,7 Because the full-length Mrf2 has not
been reported, we cloned it and identified two isoforms.
Protein homology analysis suggests that Mrf2 is a member of
the AT-rich interaction domain (ARID) family of transcription factors.8 In the present study, we provide evidence that
Mrf2 may serve as a regulator of SMC differentiation and
proliferation.

Materials and Methods
Cell Culture and Reagents
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The mouse neural crest cell line, MONC-1,9 was kindly provided by
David Anderson (California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
Calif) and cultured as described.5,10 SMC differentiation of MONC-1
cells was induced by applying medium 199 supplemented with 10%
FBS (HyClone), 100 U/mL penicillin, 100 g/mL streptomycin, and
25 mmol/L HEPES (pH 7.4), hereafter referred to as SMC differentiation medium (SMDM). Differentiation down the neuronal and
glial pathways was performed as described.11 Rat aortic SM cells
(RASMCs) were harvested from the thoracic aortas of adult male
Sprague-Dawley rats (200 to 250 g; Zivic-Miller Co, Zelienople, Pa)
by enzymatic digestion, according to the method of Gunther et al.12
NIH-3T3 cells, A10 cells, and A7r5 cells were obtained from
American Type Culture Collection and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. Human aortic SMCs (HASMCs) and human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) were obtained from
Clonetics. 293T cells were obtained from Dr Hamid Band (New
England Medical Center, Boston, Mass) and maintained as described.13 Most of the media and the components of medium were
obtained from Invitrogen. Animal care and procedures were approved by the Harvard Medical School Standing Committee on
Animals and were performed in accordance with the guidelines of
the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal
Care (NIH).

RNA Extraction and Northern Analysis
Total RNA from cultured cells and mouse tissue was prepared by
guanidinium isothiocyanate extraction and centrifugation through cesium chloride14 or by using an RNeasy RNA purification kit (Qiagen).
Total RNA was fractionated on a 1.3% formaldehyde-agarose gel and
transferred to nitrocellulose filters, which were hybridized with the
appropriate [32P]dCTP-labeled probe by a random-primed kit (Stratagene). The hybridized filters were washed in 30 mmol/L sodium
chloride, 3 mmol/L sodium citrate, and 0.1% SDS at 55°C and exposed
to Kodak XAR film at ⫺80°C. To correct for differences in RNA
loading, the blots were hybridized with an 18S rRNA oligonucleotide
probe. To detect specific mRNA expression of each Mrf2 isoform by
Northern analysis, we prepared an Mrf2␣-specific probe in the 5⬘
untranslated region of Mrf2␣ by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with
primers G9017 up (5⬘-CTGAGCCTCCTCGCAGCT-3⬘) and G9017
low (5⬘-TTCCAGTCGCCAAACATCTG-3⬘). An Mrf2␤-specific
probe (431 bp) was obtained by BamHI restriction digestion from the 5⬘
coding region of Mrf2␤. Mouse SM ␣-actin, mouse SM22␣, mouse
calponin, and mouse GAPDH were prepared by a RT-PCR technique.

Differential mRNA Display
We prepared several RNA samples from undifferentiated MONC-1
cells and MONC-1 cells cultured in SMDM for 10, 24, and 96 hours.
Differential display analysis of these mRNA samples was performed
using the HIEROGLYPH mRNA Profile Kit for Differential Display
Analysis (Genomyx). The expression levels of these cDNA fragments were compared in duplicate on polyacrylamide gels. Each
fragment of interest was isolated from gel, reamplified, and
analyzed.
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5ⴕ-RACE
The 5⬘ end of mouse Mrf2 was cloned by the 5⬘ rapid amplification of
cDNA ends (5⬘-RACE) system (Invitrogen) using mouse aortic RNA.
Primers used were as follows: G9008-1, 5⬘-TCCTTTGAGCCACTGA-3⬘,
for reverse transcription; G9008-2, 5⬘-GAGCCACTGAAGGAATCTCT3⬘, for the initial PCR; and G9008-3, 5⬘-CGCCATTCCAGTCGCCAAA3⬘, for the nested PCR.

Cloning of Full-Length Mouse Mrf2 by
Library Screening
Differentiation display product DD101 was used to screen a mouse
11-day embryo 5⬘ stretch plus cDNA library (Clontech) according to
the manufacturer’s protocol. Several clones were obtained, and a
fragment from the most 3⬘ cDNA clone was used to screen the
library again. The sequences from these clones and 5⬘-RACE PCR
product were assembled, and the full length of the Mrf2 isoforms
was determined.

Computational Analysis
Sequence analysis was performed using Sequencher software (Gene
Code Corp). Protein alignment and phylogenetic analysis were
performed with the Clustal V algorithm included within the
MegaAlign module of the Lasergene software package
(DNASTAR).

Cloning of Full-Length hMrf2 by Sequencing Est
Clones and GenBank Search
A homology search with reported human Mrf2 (hMrf2) fragment in
the human Est database of the National Center for Biotechnology
Information and The Institute for Genomic Research was performed,
and two Est cDNA clones (zm02a05.r1 and THC558757) overlapping the hMrf2 cDNA were found. After sequencing the clone,
zm02a05.r1 (American Type Culture Collection), we assembled
those sequences and generated the 3060-bp partial human cDNA,
which included the stop codon. To clone the 5⬘ end of hMrf2, we
searched the human genomic sequence with the mouse Mrf2 sequence and identified two nonoverlapping genomic fragments
(NT_008797.9 and NT_033984.1) containing the entire hMrf2 coding region. We found an additional 507-bp 5⬘ end of the hMrf2
cDNA sequence including the ATG translation start site, and we
assembled the putative full length of hMrf2 cDNA.

Construction of Plasmids
Mouse Mrf2 mammalian expression vectors were constructed by
PCR in two steps. First, the 1.3-kb 5⬘ portion of Mrf2␣ and the
2.1-kb portion of Mrf2␤ were amplified from MONC-1 RNA by
RT-PCR using PfuTurbo DNA polymerase (Stratagene) with primers
GK19 and GK24 and primers GK25 and GK24, respectively. The
1.5-kb 3⬘ portion of common Mrf2 was amplified from MONC-1
RNA with primer GK23 and primer GK21. These amplified fragments were cloned into the pCR-BluntII TOPO vector (Invitrogen).
Next, two parts of cloned fragments were combined and subcloned
into the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1(⫺) (Invitrogen).
The primer sequences to construct these plasmids are as follows:
GK19, 5⬘-GCTCTAGAGTTTGGCGACTGGAATGGCG-3⬘; GK21,
5⬘-GCCTCGAGGGTGCAATGGACCACACCATT-3⬘; GK23, 5⬘-TGAGAACCACGGACTTAACTA-3⬘; GK24, 5⬘-ATAGGGATAGCTGCTGGAGA-3⬘; and GK25, 5⬘-GCTCTAGAACGTCGAGATGGAGCC-3⬘.
To construct the expression plasmid Mrf2␣-c-myc and Mrf2␤-cmyc, we added in frame a DNA sequence encoding a c-Myc peptide
tag (EQKLISEED) to the open reading frame at the 3⬘ end of Mrf2␣
and Mrf2␤-pcDNA3.1 by PCR techniques. We generated truncated
Mrf2␤(⌬C493)-c-myc-His and Mrf2␣(⌬C493)-c-myc-His by subcloning the 5⬘ 2.1-kb fragment of Mrf2␤ and the 5⬘ 1.4-kb fragment
of Mrf2␣, respectively, into pcDNA3.1/Myc-His(⫺) A. Both constructs lack 493 amino acids of the C-terminus. We also constructed
truncated Mrf2␤(⌬C493)-flag by adding in frame a DNA sequence
encoding a flag tag to the 5⬘ end of the open reading frame in
pcDNA3.1. All plasmids were verified by sequencing.
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Figure 1. Cloning and protein sequence of mouse (M) and human
(H) Mrf2. A, Nucleotide sequences of open reading frame of
Mrf2␣ (2835 bp) and Mrf2␤ (3567 bp) were assembled from 5
phage cDNA clones (solid lines) and 5⬘-RACE products (R1 and
R2, dashed lines). Original differential display fragment (DD101) is
indicated by a solid line. The 2 isoforms differ at the 5⬘ end but
are identical after Ala245 (indicated by asterisk in panel B). Protein motif searches identified an ARID (solid box in panel A and
underlining in panel B) and a BAH-like domain (gray box in panel
A and dashed underlining in panel B). B, The 1188-residue mouse
Mrf2␤ and human Mrf2␤ proteins are aligned. The identical residue of human Mrf2 with mouse Mrf2 are indicated by dashes (⫺).
Number sign indicates gaps, and a putative nuclear localization
signal (RKKK) is indicated in bold. C, In the top panel, exons of
mouse Mrf2 coding region are presented as black boxes (size of
boxes may not always reflect size of exon) on the sequence of
the mouse genomic clone (NW_000027.1). In bottom panel, usage
of exons by Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ are shown. Dashed boxes represent isoform-specific exons, and a common region for both isoforms is indicated with black boxes.

Immunofluorescent Staining
NIH-3T3 cells grown on the glass slides were transiently transfected
with the Mrf2␤-myc– expressing plasmid using Fugene6 (Roche).
Forty-eight hours after transfection, the cells were fixed, stained
using an anti– c-Myc monoclonal antibody (9E10, Oncogene), and
visualized with a fluorescence microscope as described.15 Nuclei
were counterstained with bis-benzimide (Molecular Probes).

Electrophoretic Mobility Shift Analysis
Nuclear extracts were prepared according to the method of Ritzenthaler et al16 with minor modifications. Double-stranded oligonucleotide probes (5⬘-AGCTCCACAATACCAGGA-3⬘) synthe-

sized according to the sequence of the Mrf2 core binding element
(underlined)6 were [32P]ATP-labeled by T4 polynucleotide kinase
(New England Biolabs). The reaction mixtures were incubated at
4°C for 3 hours in a total volume of 20 L containing 10 mmol/L
Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 50 mmol/L KCl, 1 mmol/L DL-dithiothreitol, 5%
glycerol, 0.5 g of poly dI-dC (Amersham), 2.0⫻104 cpm of labeled
probe, and 20 g of nuclear extract. The mixtures were analyzed by
4% native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis in 0.25⫻ TBE buffer
(containing 22 mmol/L Tris base, 22 mmol/L boric acid, and
0.5 mmol/L EDTA) at 4°C. A 250-fold excess of specific or
nonspecific oligonucleotide was used for competition experiments.
The sequence of double-stranded oligonucleotide used as competitor
was as follows: mutated Mrf2 core binding element, 5⬘-
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Figure 2. Phylogenetic analysis of Mrf2. A, Amino acids of the deduced ARID domain of several ARID family proteins were aligned by
the Clustal V method. Amino acids conserved in ⬎50% of the family members are shown (inverted). Prefix h indicates human; prefix m,
mouse. B, Phylogenetic analysis, based on the ARID domain sequence of Mrf2 and other ARID family proteins by the Clustal V algorithm, was performed. The GenBank accession numbers for the sequences used in the these analysis are as follows: AA36325 hMrf1,
P09547 yADR6, AF214114 hRBBP-1, AF127245 mSMCX, AF127244 mSMCY, NP_005047 hRBBP-2, CAB92121 hB120, AAG17549
hP250, AAF75765 hp270, AAK54504 mOsa1, AF053091 dEyelid, NP_062663 DRI2, NP_031906 mDRI1/Bright, and NP_068678 mJumonji.

AGCTCCACAcgACCAGGA-3⬘; CArG-binding element,17 5⬘CTTTCCCCAAATATGGAGCCTG-3⬘; and nonspecific oligonucleotide, 5⬘-AGCTGTCAGCCCATGTGGCGTGGCCGCA-3⬘.

Retroviral Constructs and Transduction
The GFP-RV retrovirus vector and the Phoenix-Eco packaging cell
line were obtained from Dr K. Murphy (Washington University
School of Medicine, St. Louis, Mo).18,19 Full-length Mrf2␣ and
Mrf2␤ cDNA fragments amplified by PCR were subcloned into
GFP-RV vectors. These expression vectors simultaneously express
Mrf2 and GFP cDNA. Transfection of the packaging cell line and
retroviral transductions were performed as described.19 Infection of
NIH-3T3 cells in the presence of 4 g/mL hexadimethrine bromide
(Polybrene) allowed for 100% infectivity.

Results
Identification of Mouse Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤
A differential display was used to identify cDNAs, which are
regulated during SMC differentiation by using the MONC-1
system. Our criteria are as follows: (1) expression of the gene
should be induced during MONC-1 cell differentiation, and
(2) the gene should be also expressed in the adult mouse
aorta. A number of cDNAs were isolated and sequenced, and
their differential expressions were verified. A computerassisted GenBank search revealed that one of the identified
cDNAs (Figure 1A, DD101) was the mouse homologue of a
partial human cDNA Mrf2 (hMrf2).7 Although the full-length

cDNA of hMrf2 had not been reported at that time, binding
site selection studies and crystal structure analysis using the
DNA-binding domain revealed that this factor was able to
bind to the A/T-rich consensus sequence AATA(C/T).6,7 We
used a combination of 5⬘-RACE and cDNA library screening
to clone the full-length mouse Mrf2 cDNA (Figure 1A).
These studies revealed two forms, which differ at the 5⬘ end
but are identical from Ala245 (indicated by asterisk in Figure
1B) to the C-terminus. The shorter product is termed Mrf2␣,
whose open reading frame is 2835 bp, with a predicted
protein size of 104 kDa. The longer product, termed Mrf2␤,
is a 3564-bp open reading frame with a predicted size of 131
kDa.

Homology and Genetic Analysis of Mrf2
Using the mouse Mrf2 cDNA as a template, we assembled
a putative cDNA sequence of hMrf2 from human Est
clones, a 5⬘-RACE product, and the human genomic
sequence. The amino acid and cDNA nucleotide sequences
were well conserved between mouse and human (amino
acid, 87% identity; nucleotide, 85%). We also identified an
83-amino-acid domain (underlining in Figure 1B) that has
high homology to ARID8 and another 73-amino-acid
domain (dashed underlining in Figure 1B) in Mrf2␤, which
has a homology to the bromo-adjacent homology (BAH)
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domain.20 The sequence of the ARID domain was completely conserved between mice and humans. Examination
of the mouse and human genome database reveals that
there is one mouse clone (NW_000027.1) that contains all
the coding region of mouse Mrf2 and two nonoverlapped
clones (NT_008797.9 and NT_033984.1) that contain all
the coding region of hMrf2. In both species, these clones
are located in chromosome 10. We deduced the genomic
structure of both mouse Mrf2 and hMrf2 from these clone
sequences in GenBank and found that both species have
almost identical genomic structures with 11 exons (Figure
1C). Exons 5 to 11 constitute Mrf2␣ cDNA, whereas exons
1 to 4 and 6 to 11 constitute Mrf2␤ (Figure 1C). Finally,
sequence alignment and phylogenetic analyses suggest that
Mrf1 and Mrf2 form a distinct subclass of the ARID family
of transcription factors (Figures 2A and 2B).

presence of full-length Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤. However,
C-terminal truncations of both isoforms, Mrf2␤(⌬C493)
and Mrf2␣(⌬C493), which retain the ARID DNA-binding
domain, were able to bind to the Mrf2-binding site. To
verify the specificity of this band, competition and supershift studies were performed. As shown in Figure 4C, the
binding of Mrf2␤(⌬C493) could be competed away with
an identical competitor probe but not a mutated oligomer.

Cellular and Tissue Expression of Mrf2
Downloaded from http://circres.ahajournals.org/ by guest on July 26, 2017

Mrf2 was identified on the basis of its differential expression
in undifferentiated versus differentiated MONC-1 cells. We
verified this by Northern blot analysis using cDNA fragments
specific to Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤. Both Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ were
induced during MONC-1 differentiation (Figure 3A). The
expression of Mrf2␣ is more restricted because induction was
not observed when MONC-1 cells were differentiated down
the neuronal pathway. Both isoforms were also expressed in
cultured primary RASMCs and HASMCs (Figure 3B) and the
SMC line A7r5 but not in HUVECs. To determine the tissue
expression of Mrf2 in adult mice, we isolated total RNA from
a number of adult mouse tissues and subjected them to
Northern analysis by using the isoform-specific probes. These
studies revealed distinct expression patterns for the two
isoforms. Mrf2␣ mRNA was detected in the aorta, heart, and
lung. In contrast, low Mrf2␤ mRNA expression was detected
in the lung and spleen, and very low expression was detected
in the aorta and kidney (Figure 3C).

Mrf2 Is a Nuclear Protein and Binds to
A/T-Rich Sequences
Analysis of the Mrf2 cDNA revealed the presence of a
potential nuclear localization signal in the region shared by
Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ (Figure 1B, bold). To assess cellular
localization, we cloned the full length of both isoforms
bearing a C-terminal c-myc tag into a mammalian expression
vector and transiently transfected into NIH-3T3 cells. Immunocytochemical analysis using an anti-myc antibody revealed
that Mrf2␣ showed only nuclear localization (Figure 4A). A
similar nuclear localization pattern was observed with Mrf2␤
(data not shown).
The 108-amino-acid ARID domain of Mrf2 is shown to
bind AATA(C/T) as a consensus binding site.6 This is of
interest in SM biology, because A/T-rich sequences,
termed CArG boxes, have been implicated as being critical
in the regulation of SMC genes, such as SM ␣-actin,21
SM22␣,17 calponin,22 and the SM123 promoters. To assess
the ability of Mrf2 to bind these sequences, we performed
electrophoretic mobility shift assays using nuclear extracts
from 293T cells transfected with several Mrf2 constructs.
We did not observe any specific retarded bands in the

Figure 3. Cellular and tissue distribution of Mrf2 by Northern
analysis. Total RNA (10 g) was prepared from MONC-1 cells
(A), cultured cell lines or primary cells (B), and adult mouse tissues (C) and separated by gel electrophoresis. Northern analysis
was performed by hybridizing blots sequentially with the indicated probes as described in Materials and Methods. A, Total
RNA was prepared from undifferentiated MONC-1 at 0, 3, 10,
24, and 120 hours after the initiation of SMC differentiation by
SMDM and at 24 and 120 hours after the initiation of neuronal
cell differentiation by neuronal cell differentiation medium
(NCDM). Expression of SM ␣-actin was shown to demonstrate
SM differentiation, and expression of glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP) was presented to show neural/glial cell differentiation by
NCDM. B, Total RNA was prepared from confluent (Conf) and
growing A7r5 and SMC lines and confluent and growing primary
RASMCs, HASMCs, and HUVECs. C, RNA was prepared from
adult mouse tissues, primary cultured mouse aortic SM cells
(MASMCs), and SMC-differentiated MONC-1 cells
(SMC-MONC-1).
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Figure 4. Cellular localization and DNA binding activity of Mrf2. A, NIH-3T3 cells were
transiently transfected with the Mrf2␣-c-myc
mammalian expression vector. Forty-eight
hours after transfection, cells were fixed and
visualized with a fluorescence microscope
as described in Materials and Methods.
Nuclei were counterstained with bisbenzimide. B, Gel mobility shift assays were
performed as described in Materials and
Methods with a labeled probe containing the
Mrf2 core-binding sequence by using
nuclear extracts from 293T cells transfected
by the empty vector, Mrf2␣(⌬C493),
Mrf2␤(⌬C493), and Mrf2␣ full-length and
Mrf2␤ full-length constructs. Upper arrows
indicate the DNA and Mrf2␤(⌬C493) complex (fourth lane), whereas the lower arrow
pointed to the DNA and Mrf2␣(⌬C493) complex (third lane). C, Gel mobility shift assays
were performed in the same way as
described for panel B. No specific binding
activity was detected in nuclear extract
transfected with empty pcDNA3.1 vectors
(second lane). In other lanes, the nuclear
extract from 293T cells transfected with
Mrf2␤(⌬C493) was used for analysis. A 250fold excess of specific or nonspecific oligonucleotide was used for competitive binding
experiments. The cold probe with nuclear
factor-B binding sequence was used as a
nonspecific competitor. One microliter of
antiserum to Flag, serum response factor
(SRF), and c-myc (NS indicates nonspecific
antiserum) was incubated with nuclear
extracts to show the supershift of the DNA
and protein complexes. The DNA-protein
complex is indicated by an arrow.

Interestingly, an oligomer containing the CArG box was
also able to compete for binding, suggesting that the
DNA-binding domain of Mrf2 may bind to the CArG
element (Figure 4C). This DNA-protein complex could be
supershifted in the presence of an anti-Flag antibody but
not an anti–serum response factor or nonspecific antibody
(anti– c-myc). Identical results were seen with Mrf2␣.
These data suggest that Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ can bind to an
A/T-rich consensus sequence.

can regulate cellular proliferation, 3T3 fibroblast cells were
retrovirally infected, and the number of cells was counted on
2 days and 4 days after infection. We did not observe any
evidence of cellular toxicity. Representative experimental

Overexpression of Mrf2 Induces SMC Gene Expression
The induction of Mrf2 isoforms with MONC-1 differentiation
raised the possibility that these factors may induce SMC
marker genes. To test this hypothesis, we assessed the ability
of both Mrf2␣ and Mrf2␤ (Figure 5) to regulate the expression of SM markers in a heterologous fibroblast cell line,
NIH-3T3. Cells infected with empty virus (control) or uninfected cells were used as controls. We did not observe any
evidence of toxicity from overexpression of any of these
constructs. In contrast to control, overexpression of either
Mrf2␣ or Mrf2␤ induced the expression of SMC genes, such
as SM ␣-actin and SM22␣ (Figure 5). We did not observe any
effect on the expression of calponin (Figure 5) or SM1 (data
not shown). These data suggest that both Mrf2 isoforms can
induce certain SMC genes, such as SM ␣-actin and SM22␣.

Overexpression of Mrf2 Retards Cell Proliferation
Cellular differentiation is characteristically accompanied by a
reduction in cellular proliferation. To assess whether Mrf2

Figure 5. Mrf2 induces SMC marker gene expression. Mrf2␣ and
Mrf2␤ were subcloned into GFP-RV vectors. Transfection of the
retroviral packaging cell line and retroviral transductions were performed as described in Materials and Methods in a heterologous
fibroblast cell line, NIH-3T3. After infection, 3T3 cells were cultured
in DMEM supplemented with 0.4% calf serum for 48 hours, and 10
g total RNA was prepared. After electrophoresis, RNA was transferred to nitrocellulose filters and hybridized with a 32P-labeled
common Mrf2 probe, SM ␣-actin probe, SM22␣ probe, calponin
probe, and GAPDH probe. Filters were hybridized with 18S rRNA
oligonucleotide probe to verify loading.
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Figure 6. Mrf2 retards cell proliferation of 3T3 fibroblast cells.
Fifty thousand 3T3 fibroblast cells were plated onto a well of
6-well plates. After retroviral infection, 3T3 cells were cultured
for 2 or 4 days, and the number of cells was counted. Representative experiment is shown (mean⫾SD, n⫽3), and similar
results were observed in 3 independent experiments. *P⬍0.01
and **P⬍0.02 vs empty vector.

data are shown (Figure 6), and similar results were observed
in three independent experiments. Cells overexpressing either
Mrf2␣ or Mrf2␤ exhibited an ⬇30% to 40% reduction in cell
number compared with empty vector (Figure 6). To exclude
the possibility that the reduction in cellular proliferation was
due to apoptosis, we tested for caspase-3 activity. No statistically significant difference was observed between uninfected cells, empty virus–infected cells, and Mrf2␣ and
Mrf2␤ retrovirus–infected cells. In contrast, treatment of cells
with staurosporine resulted in a significant apoptotic effect24
(data not shown). Taken together, these data suggest that both
Mrf2 isoforms may induce a differentiated and quiescent state
of SMCs.

Discussion
Using differential display, we identified Mrf2 as a nuclear
factor induced during MONC-1 cell differentiation into
SMCs. Although a partial cDNA of Mrf2 had been previously
published,6,7,25 the full-length cDNA had not been reported.
In the present study, we identified two isoforms of Mrf2 that
differ by 245 amino acids at the 5⬘ end. We also found that
overexpression of both isoforms potently induces the expression of SMC markers and retards cellular proliferation.
A GenBank search revealed that Mrf2 has a high homology
to a cDNA termed DESRT (accession No. AF169968).26,27
Interestingly, the DESRT cDNA terminates at base pair 2178
because of a single nucleotide insertion, which results in a
frame shift. Given that the predicted amino acids of DESRT
and Mrf2 are similar, it is likely that they are very closely
related gene or splice variants. The expression patterns of
both Mrf2 isoforms are distinct, suggesting possible tissuespecific roles. With respect to SMCs, both isoforms are
induced with differentiation. However, expression of the ␣
isoform is induced only during SMC differentiation but not
after neuronal cell differentiation. Furthermore, this isoform
is strongly expressed in the aorta, suggesting that it is likely
the dominant isoform in SMCs.
The DNA-binding domain of Mrf2 bears high homology to
the ARID family of transcription factors (Figures 2A and 2B).

Nuclear magnetic resonance studies showed that the structure
of the Mrf2 domain is significantly different from the known
DNA-binding domain and consists of helices and loops but
not any ␤ strands.7 ARID is shared by several proteins in a
variety of organisms, such as yeast, plants, Drosophila, and
vertebrates.8 Mrf2 does not contain jmjN or jmjC motifs28 or
REKLES domains,7 which are shared by other members of
the ARID family protein. Although the full length of Mrf1 is
not reported, Mrf1 and Mrf2 may constitute a distinct
subgroup of ARID proteins (Figure 2B). The specific roles of
the ARID domain have not been fully elucidated, but ARID
family proteins are involved in a number of biological
processes, including embryonic development,29 cell lineage
gene regulation,30 and cell cycle control.31 We also identified
in Mrf2␤ a region bearing homology to the BAH domain,
which has been implicated in chromatin regulation.20 Because
ARID family proteins are repeatedly suggested to be involved
in chromatin regulation,30,32,33 some aspect of Mrf2 function
may involve chromatin modification and regulation.
In most biological systems, cellular differentiation is accompanied by a reduction in cellular growth rates. The
induction of Mrf2 isoforms during SMC differentiation raised
the possibility of a role in cellular differentiation. To formally
address this possibility, we overexpressed both Mrf2 isoforms
and assessed the effects on the expression of SMC differentiation markers and cellular proliferation. Indeed, we observed that overexpression of both Mrf2 isoforms induced the
expression of certain classical SMC markers and retarded
cellular proliferation (Figures 5 and 6). Specifically, we
observed that Mrf2 overexpression induced SM ␣-actin and
SM22␣ but not other markers, such as calponin, SM1, or
smoothelin (Figure 5 and data not shown). The expressions of
SM ␣-actin and SM22␣ are early markers of the SMC lineage
but can also been seen in the conversion of fibroblasts into
myofibroblasts. As such, Mrf2 may be involved in the early
stages of differentiation into SMCs and/or into myofibroblasts. The induction of Mrf2 within hours of culturing
MONC-1 cells in SM differentiation medium supports a role
for these factors in the early stages of differentiation into
SMCs. Previous studies highlight the importance of a cisacting element, termed the CArG box, in the regulation of
most SM genes, such as SM ␣-actin,21 SM22␣,17 calponin,22
and the SM123 promoters. We found that the CArG box
oligomer derived from the SM22␣ promoter competed away
Mrf2 binding in gel-shift studies, suggesting that Mrf2 may
bind to this element (Figure 4B). However, we were unable to
show direct Mrf2 binding to the CArG box in gel-mobility
shift assays using in vitro–transcribed and in vitro–translated
products or recombinant protein, thereby supporting a non–
CArG-dependent mechanism. Alternatively, it is still possible
that Mrf2 may bind the CArG element in vivo in the presence
of critical cofactors or in the appropriate DNA context. These
issues are the focus of ongoing studies.
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